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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Springer, Berlin | This volume assembles the leading aggression
researchers both at the preclinical and clinical level. They review the current state of knowledge
about neural mechanisms of aggressive behavior and point to the need for innovative
methodologies to further our understanding of this greatly understudied set of behaviors. |
Neurogenetics of Aggressive Behavior - Studies in Rodents.- Neurogenetics of Aggressive Behavior -
Studies in Primates.- Glucocorticoids and Escalated Aggressive Behavior.- Models of Female
Aggression - Prefrontal Cortex.- Nitric Oxide, Serotonin and Aggression.- Hypothalamus and
Aggressive Behavior.- Vasopressin-Serotonin Interactions in Aggressive Behavior.- Dopamine-
oxytocin: Attachment and Conflict.- Stress and violence.- Gene-environment interactions and
violence.- MAO-A and genetic risk for violence.- The development of violent behavior in humans.-
Schizophrenia and violence.- Psychopathy.- Violent and callous behavior in children.- Aggression in
Children and Adolescents- Alcohol and Aggression. | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache:
english | 744 gr | 236x169x28 mm | 479 pp.
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A high quality pdf and also the typeface used was exciting to see. it absolutely was writtern really properly and useful. I am quickly could get a delight of
looking at a composed pdf.
-- Justina  K unz e-- Justina  K unz e

The book is fantastic and great. I have got read through and i am confident that i will planning to read yet again once again in the foreseeable future. I
found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Pr of . Nicole Ziem e-- Pr of . Nicole Ziem e
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